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WHY NORTH?

The qualiTy Over long periods of time, the performance of a 
sail relies on the quality. While other brands like to quote ‘Light 
is right’; at NorthSails, we know that low weight means thin 
materials, reduced reinforcements and cheep threads. In many 
cases this has resulted in a low quality sail with increased wear 
and tear that is visible every time it’s taken out on the water. 
Here at NorthSails, it is evident that long-term quality and 
performance are our main objectives. So it is not a surprise that 
the majority of surf centres worldwide have chosen our brand, 
because nowhere else does the material get strained 24/7. For 
over 10 years we worked closely with our partners ‘Club Mistral, 
Fanatic Boarder Centre, VDWS and Planet Allsport’. With the kind 
of perseverance and expertise that people behind these brands 
brought to the table, we were, over time able to ruthlessly expose 
and gradually resolve many quality deficiencies. The outcome of 
such teamwork and dedication resulted in developments such 
as the ‘DOUBLE.SEAM.TECHNOLOGY’ (two seams instead of 
one!). ‘DURATECH.FOOT’ (Seam Protection), DURA.LUFF.PATCH, 
(situated in the luff-boom area) and not forgetting, of course, the 
‘RIPSTOP.FRAME.DESIGN’ These kinds of developments do come 
at a price, 200-300K in fact. However, when compared to our 
competitors’ sails, you will understand why we are happy to make 
such an investment into developing such superior sails. Taking 
all of all the above into consideration, we still need to make our 
sails as light as we possibly can and making sure the balance 
is just right. Take for instance the ‘Wave’ sail; this is opposed 
to higher forces where as the ‘Freeride’ sail, is based more on 
practical application and down to individually adjusting the 
construction according to the conditions and sail type.  For these 
particular sails’ needs we developed the ‘RANGE.SPECIFIC.
CONSTRUCTION’, which has achieved the ideal combination of 
weight and durability. This exceptional quality, featured in every 
NorthSails sail, will ensure our sails will last longer than any 
other on the market. To back this up we have a unique 5-year 
guarantee, something you won’t find anywhere else (excluding 
monofilm).

WHY NORTH?

iNNOVaTiON FOllOWS FuNCTiON No matter what we develop 
or test, we always put function over innovation. Of course new 
ideas are good, but they only make sense when they offer real 
benefits. At NorthSails we’re 100% practice-oriented. By keeping 
prototype construction close to our main production site and 
reducing the chance of human errors, final-finish quality is held 
as a critical factor. Being ahead of the game is important for us, 
so for 2011 we already have some revolutionary innovations and 
inventions, which are also beneficial. As well as innumerable 
detailed improvements for all products, we are proud to present 
two completely new designs for performance sailing. The brand 
new crossover ‘CURVE’ and the latest version of the ‘chop eater’ 
SHOX.XTR with revolutionary damping system, will change the 
sport of windsurfing as permanently as the suspension fork did 
in mountain biking.

WHY NORTH?

DeSiGNeD aND eNGiNeeReD iN GeRMaNy While the majority 
of our competitors develop their products in the Far East, we 
still engineer and design all our hardware products in Germany. 
Whether it’s for sails or for complex engineering components 
such as boom front pieces or the POWER.XT series and the 
SHOX.XTR-program – we always look for highly experienced and 
fully qualified engineers to develop functional and high-quality 
NorthSails products in cooperation with national partners.

WHY NORTH?

ReD DOT DeSiGN aWaRD FOR NorthSails NorthSails convinced 
the jury of the most famous and toughest international design 
competition with its outstanding and innovative product design 
of the new NorthSails iFront. In line with the red dot award: 
product design 2009 the NorthSails iFront has been awarded 
with the high quality seal “red dot” for top design quality by this 
jury of experts. This prize is only awarded to exceptional creative, 
innovative and high quality products. In total 3,231 products from 
49 nations faced the experts verdict, this year and only a few of 
them achieved the prestigious red dot trophy.

WHY NORTH?

The TeaM Once again, countless top athletes have applied for 
our team, and we’ve admitted some of the best into our big family, 
for the World Cup Racers who are our driving force and our most 
important source of innovation. Therefore, we put particular 
emphasis on continuous communication between them, the 
engineers and chief designer Kai Hopf. Countless victories and 
world cup titles confirm our strategy, and are the reward for the 
hard work and the 100% commitment of all those involved.

WHY NORTH?

uNique FeaTuReS There can be no victories without 
performance. Therefore, we primarily focus on sail performance. 
The decisive factor is not only the high-grade profiles, but in 
particular the details typical of NorthSails, for performance has 
a lot to do with the ideal trim. To allow everyone to mobilize the 
maximum sail power, we‘ve introduced „trimming tools“ such 
as, the unbeatable VTS, which shows exactly the point where the 
perfect downhaul tension is reached. Or the practical HTS for the 
best possible harness line positioning right at the beach. Or the 
easy-to-use scale for the correct boom height. Or, or, or,... it isn’t 
a coincidence that NorthSails is considered the feature world 
champion among sail brands.

WHY NORTH?

BeCauSe iT´S WiNDSuRF TeChNOlOGy
The new 2011 equipment shows what we are passionate about it.

Why NORTh? Why NOW?
It’s simple: At NorthSails, windsurfing is our passion and for over 3 decades 
now we have been living and breathing the sport. With each year that passes 
we continually strive to evolve the sport by redefining and developing the 
equipment. By constantly re-testing and fine-tuning each stage of the sails 
development, we believe this leads to an innovative product that meets the 
unique performance, quality level and longevity NorthSails aims to achieve. 
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Kai hOpF 
Chief sail designer since 1993
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WHY NORTH?

Kai hOpF, our Australian former world cup winner and the 
mastermind behind our sails, is one of the most influential 
sail makers worldwide. Hopf, who also develops high-grade fin 
profiles in his free time, still prefers to spend most of his time on 
the water, not only to thoroughly test the designs but to also live 
his passion. Hopf has been the head of sail development here at 
NorthSails for more than 18 years; this is longer than any other 
designer for a single sail brand. This kind of experience for any 
company is simply immeasurable and irreplaceable. For 2011 Kai 
Hopf has once again proved his innovative force by redesigning 
two more compact performance sails along with presenting the 
much anticipated brand new ‘CURVE’.

WHY NORTH?

ReSeaRCh & DeVelOpMeNT We take into account the most 
diverse of windsurfers at the most diverse spots on this planet. 
Therefore, a great number of team riders (individual styles, 
different body weights) surf and work at our two-test and 
development centres on Maui. The island offers all conceivable 
conditions a surfer may encounter: flat water, sideshore or 
onshore, rough wind waves or waves big as a house, beach or 
reef breaks. These are ideal conditions for fiddling and filing 
in clearly defined work steps as long as it takes, until extreme 
prototypes are turned into sensible, serial production models.

WHY NORTH?

pROVeN peRFORMaNCe NorthSails have won both the ”PWA 
Constructors Champion“ and “ISA Constructors Champion“ 
titles for four consecutive seasons. These vital awards are not 
for individual products or specific riders, but represent the 
combined results of men and women in all disciplines. That 
means our team, our sails, and the rig components were once 
again unbeatable last year. Considering that all those distinctions 
were won exclusively with serial production models, this delivers 
the best proof for the performance of all NorthSails products.

Why NORTh? Why NOW?
We are not just putting together short-lived marketing products, but developing 
sound windsurfing equipment that stays state-of-the-art over several years 
and is being constantly optimized. The best proof of this is the legendary 
NorthSails long-term compatibility of our rig components.
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JIMMY DIAz

PWA Chairman, 
3RD PWA SLALOM COREA 
2010

JOSé “GOLLITO“ ESTREDO

the world’s best freestyler 
and youngest World Cup 
champion ever

PWA FREESTYLE
WORLD CHAMPION
2006 & 2008 & 2009 & 2010

NIK BAKER

English wave legend and 
top Pwa wave rider

VICTOR FERNáNDEz

PWA WAVE VICE WORLD 
CHAMPION 2008

MARCILIO “BRAWzINHO“ BROWNE

new school wave hero  
 
PWA FREESTYLE VICE WORLD 
CHAMPION 2008 and
PWA FREESTYLE WORLD 
CHAMPION 2007

LAURE TREBOUX

Freestyle Shooting Star,
top PWA Freestyle &
Wave rider

YOLI DE BRENDT

PWA FREESTYLE VICE 
WORLD CHAMPION 2010

PAULO DOS REIS

FORMULA VICE WORLD 
CHAMPION 2010 and
FORMULA CHAMPION SOUTH 
AMERICA 2010

ANDRé PASKOWSKI

EUROPEAN FREESTYLE
CHAMPION EFPT 
2006 & 2007



GROM TeaM >
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PATRIK DIETHELM

PWA racer and record holder for 
speed production boards

ISAF PRODUCTION
BOARD CHAMPION 2006

CONNOR BAXTER

the future of the NorthSails 
dream team

zANE SCHWEITzER

son of Hookipa legend Matt 
Schweitzer

ALICE ARUTKIN

French shooting star in  
Slalom, Formula and Wave

ALESSIO STILLRICH

the next generation from 
Gran Canaria

MORITz MARIUS MAUCH

Gran Canaria’s hot shot

CYRIL MOUSSILMANI

represents the new generation 
of future slalom champions

PETER SLATE

one of the most 
experienced testers 
worldwide with over 20 
years of experience

GUNNAR ASMUSSEN

SLALOM CHAMPION 
GERMANY 2010

PIERRE MORTEFON

WINNER DEFI WIND 2010 



Victor Fernández E42

EgocodE.mad

Hookipa, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter







andré Paskowski g2

IcEcc02

Hookipa, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



José “gollito“ Estredo V01

dUKEcodE.mad

Soma Bay, Egypt
Photo: Tom Brendt



andré Paskowski g2

dUKEcodE.mad

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



Zane Schweitzer USa52

cUrVEcc02

Spreckelsville, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



connor Baxter USa333

drIVE gromcc01

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



Victor Fernández E42

NaTUralcc01

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



Victor Fernández E42Spreckelsville, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter
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marcilio “Brawzinho“ Browne Bra105

x_TyPEcc02

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



marcilio “Brawzinho“ Browne Bra105

x_TyPEcc02

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



Nik Baker K66

S_TyPEcc01

Kanaha, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter





Nik Baker K66

ram F11cc02

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John carter



Peter Slate Sa77 / cyril moussilmani F71

warP F2010

Kihei, maui, Hawaii
Photo: Kevin Pritchard
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Spreckelsville, maui, Hawaii
Photo: John Carter
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≥   

Freestyle and big wave riding still remain the most spectacular disciplines – the first on flatwater, the second on waves high as a 
house. In between, there is a new generation of windsurfers celebrating radical Freestyle moves on waves. Classic wave riding is 
enriched with extremely difficult manoeuvres, and the thrust of the wave propels Freestyle into a new dimension.

≥   

meanwhile, World Cup slalom, racing, and formula have reached such an unimaginably high level that only top-class pilots can 
compete. accordingly, the demands on the materials leave no room for compromise. and rightly so, since these riders don‘t stand 
a chance without crème-de-la-crème equipment. This explains why we routinely develop, modify, test, and optimize even the tiniest 
detail, always in search of improvements, of the smallest pinch of extra performance, the maximum of what is currently possible. 
Only the ultimate solution will deliver the fastest equipment, ensuring our edge over the competition.

≥   

There is no magazine issue without reports on speed events, on the new lust for speed, and the revival of slalom racing. Those 
who’ve tracked their high speeds and the miles covered on the display of a GPS device, or have felt that special tingle on brutally 
fast downwind courses will know what this is all about. So it’s no surprise that the once most popular windsurfing style is on its way 
to becoming the number one again. and this is happening at almost every spot, since riding at full throttle is possible everywhere.

≥   

above all, windsurfing must mean one thing: Fun! - everytime and everywhere! This is what Crossover sails were invented for. They 
will let you do what you want, the way you want it. Whether full-throttle turns or tricks: your style counts, both at land and at sea.

SaIL raNGE 2011
GUIDED bY COLOUr
Finding the right sail has never been easier!
1. Select your personal category
2.  Within the category you then have 2 or max. 3 

sails to choose from
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athletes have won everything that there is to win using our profiles. Revolutionary approaches and technologies have always been 
and will always be part of our success. almost all details and features that went into our windsurfing products emerged during the 
development and evolution of the WaRP World Cup race sail and its predecessors, which always delivered the highest performance 
possible.

When comparing them with other sail brands, you should always pay particular attention to the unique solutions and innovations that 
are responsible for the performance of NorthSails Windsurfing. You will realize that most of the features can be found only in our sails.

≥ 01
NO.prINT.ON.FILM (dUKE, ICE, EGO) 
Your sail should still look as good as new 
after its first season’s use. While most sail 
brands make decorations by printing big 
areas of the monofilm and X.PLY, on our 
wave sails we choose to print only cloth 
panels. Expertise has shown that printing 
on film doesn’t stand the tough impacts of 
wind and waves long-term.

≥ 01
rIpSTOp.FraME.DESIGN (S.TYPE, X.TYPE,
NaTURaL, dUKE, ICE, EGO) No more tears.
It doesn‘t always take gigantic waves to 
damage a sail. Sometimes even the har-
ness-hook can drill a hole through the 
surface after a catapult. although the hole 
is usually not a problem, it may present a 
risk if the sail is ripped across the whole 
panel on your way back to the beach. In a 
worst-case scenario, the sail will rip into 
two pieces beyond repair. The RIPSTOP.
FRamE.dESIGN, consisting of reinforced 
fabrics that frame the entire sail, helps 
avoid this risk. moreover, the intelligent 
combination of lightweight materials in 
the centre and robust materials on the 
perimeter results in a much lower weight.

≥ 02
NEW: TrIpLE.TaCK.rOLLEr minimum 
forces for perfect trim. The integrated, 
now nickel-plated brass triple roller mini-
mizes the downhaul forces tremendously. 
The new, optimized side plate with inte-
grated rope led prevents that the rope will 
be damaged or jumps from the roll.

≥ 03
TWIN.TrIM.CLEW (WaRP F2010, Ram F11,
S.TYPE, X.TYPE, dUKE, ICE, EGO) 
Increased range of use, individual tuning 
options. The secret of the TWIN.TRIm.
CLEW are the 2 horizontally placed clew 
eyelets. The outer clew position provides 
more power and a more direct feeling, 
while the inner position gives more control 
and a softer sensation.

“I was using the upper eyelet to start with 
as I wasn‘t too powered up, then the wind 
picked up a lot so I changed to the lower/
inner one and it changed the sail com-
pletely. It felt like I had one size smaller. 
With the new TWIN.TRIm.CLEW the sail 
has such a wide range of use, it‘s great.”
Laure Treboux, freestyle shooting star 
PWa top freestyle & wave rider 

≥ 04
hYpEr.CaM (WaRP F2010, Ram F11,
S_TYPE) Soft rotation and excellent rigging 
comfort. The ultimate in smooth sailing 
with unequalled advantages.
advantage 1: Super-fast rigging. (Sliding-
up instead of snapping-on the mast.) No 
need for repeat adjustments to luff and 
outhaul tension.
advantage 2: minimum friction means 
soft batten rotation, since the HYPER.Cam 
features free rollers without plastic buck-
les, so that only the rollers touch the mast.
advantage 3: Optimized shape for the best
possible mast pocket profile and ideal 
aerodynamics.
advantage 4: Fits all mast diameters, 
since only the rollers but never the plastic 
body touch the surface, which also makes 
the HYPER.Cam extremely easy to rotate.

NEW: all non-cam sails up to 6.9 have 
been developed to work with Sdm masts 
as well as Rdm masts

NEW: pOLYESTEr.WEbbING.ONLY. No 
stretch, no tension loss. What has been 
proven in safety belts is just good enough 
for us windsurfers! as the only manu-
facturer we use from now on polyester 
webbing, both at the (vario) top, the tack 
roller and the batten tensioner attach-
ment-loops. The advantage over conven-
tional polypropylene is the almost non-
existing stretch. Even brand new sails now 
keep the full downhaul tension and need 
not be re-tensioned. The same is true for 
the batten tensioner. a small change with 
very great effect!

NEW: The DOUbLE.D.bUCKLE (all sails 
with Vario Top) has been inspired by 
high mechanical load capacity climbing 
harnesses and racing helmets: The 
exclusive  two-pieces dOUbLE.d.bUCKLE 
replaces present standard solutions. This 
construction guarantees outstanding 
trimming options and eliminates rope 
slipping completely.

5 YEar WarraNTY Long-term quality 
guaranteed. Short-term minimum weight 
is great. but overreducing necessary 
reinforcements automatically reduces the 
longevity. NorthSails is famous for the 
perfect weight to durability ratio. To prove 
the superior durability and quality, we grant 
a unique  5-year warranty on all our sails 
(does not include monofilm)!

For more than 50 years, we have been focusing exclusively on research, 
development, and production of high-quality profiles and sails for yachts, 
and for windsurfing and kitesurfing boards.

≥ 05
DUra.LUFF.paTCh Extremely stable luff 
reinforcement. The area around the boom 
cutout is particularly exposed to wear and 
tear, because the luff panel always forms 
wrinkles when inserting the mast. Over 
time, this „accordion effect“ may cause 
cracks in the monofilm. The flexible dURa.
LUFF.PaTCH reinforces the area around 
the boom and creates a soft transition to 
the monofilm, while preventing cracks in 
the film.

≥ 06
MaST.SLEEvE.OpENEr No more friction 
when threading the mast into the mast 
pocket. a brilliant trick makes inserting 
the mast a breeze. The NorthSails logo 
above the boom cutout opens the mast 
pocket just a little, allowing the rider to 
insert the mast with just one hand, without 
having to pull at the luff.



≥ 06≥ 05

≥ 07  dOUbLE.SEam.TECHNOLOGY

≥ 07 DOUbLE.SEaM.TEChNOLOGY
Twice as durable, half the stretch.

NorthSails stands for unsurpassed quality that guarantees a longer life for our sails. 
The triple zig-zag seams significantly contribute to this. and they don‘t come, in the 
usual single version, but in a double version They cover all exposed crash areas that 
would otherwise be damaged. The result is higher resistance to tear and a reduction of 
stretch by up to 50% as a result of the second seam, also benefiting profile stability and 
performance. Only the dOUbLE.SEam.TECHNOLOGY by NorthSails can deliver this!
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≥ 08
TWIN.STrap Keeps the sail rolled up 
and the protector on the mast. This im-
proved version of the brilliantly simple 
fastening system not only keeps the sail 
safely rolled up, but also makes sure 
that the mast protector is closely at-
tached and fastened to the mast while 
surfing. moreover, the additional size 
mark allows you to identify the sail‘s size 
without having to unroll it (not available 
with drive)!

≥ 08
SharKSKIN.prOTECTOr Prevents chaf-
ing. Highly abrasion-resistant protector 
tissue - intentional lack of a rib structure 
to distribute friction forces (e.g. non-skid 
contact) as smoothly as possible.

≥ 09
TT.TOp II Improved sail control at higher 
wind speeds. Kai Hopf relied on the 
WaRP F2010 to design the TT.TOP II. The 
concave shape is slightly reduced, which 
improves tension and allows for a more 
effective, three-dimensional top twist. 
This means the top twists not only hori-
zontally, but also vertically under strong 
winds. by virtually neutralizing gusts, 
the rig’s kept steady in the rider‘s hands, 
and gives a much larger range of winds.

≥ 10
DUraTECh.FOOT Long-term warranty 
for the foot. The foot of the sail is often 
dragged across the anti-skid surface 
during water starts or accelerating, es-
pecially with wide boards. The patented 
dURaTECH.FOOT keeps the seams in a 
wide plastic channel, protecting them 
against damage from the rough anti-
skid surface.

≥ 11
hTS harNESSLINE.TrIM.SYSTEM Say 
goodbye to misplaced harness lines! Forget 
the time-consuming search for the ideal 
harness line position, the numb forearms, 
and the endless fiddling around! The pat-
ented print on the sail shows exactly where 
the centre of the harness line has to be. 
Just position the two ends symmetrically 
at the left and right of the print, that‘s all. 

≥ 12
INDIvIDUaL.bOOM.LENGTh.INDICaTION 
Choosing the right boom length without ex-
perimenting. Since the boom is positioned 
at different points on the mast depending 
on the rider‘s height, the ideal boom length 
varies due to the different angles. To make 
it easier to find the right length fast, the in-
dividual recommendations are now written 
directly on the mast pocket at boom level. 

≥ 13
TapE.TEChNOLOGY No wrinkles. all seam 
tapes are cut to match the curve instead of 
being glued in a curved fashion, thus pre-
venting the tape from being wrinkled or 
coming off.

INTELLIGENT.baTTEN.SYSTEM Individual 
batten setting for better performance! 
Since each batten fulfils a different task, we 
use no less than 7 (!) different batten types. 
They differ not only in their cross sec-
tion (round or rectangular) but also in the 
materials used (glass, glass-carbon com-
posites, full carbon) and in their geometry 
(thickness, width). moreover, all battens 
have specific stiffness degrees and profiles, 
regardless of their length for 100% centre 
of effort stability in the centre of the sail, 
optimum twist in the top (horizontally and 
vertically), and reduced top weight (easier 
handling).

X.pLY Excitingly beautiful, extremely dura-
ble. as many as three different X.PLY layers 
with varying fibre density are used in our 
2010 sails. The materials are always care-
fully selected to match the sail‘s application 
and to obtain the ideal combination of dura-
bility and weight. 

prOGrESSIvE.baTTEN.CONFIGUraTION 
(WaRP F2009, X_TYPE, NaTURaL, dRIVE). 
better handling. Total control. The num-
ber of battens plays a decisive role when it 
comes to a stable centre of effort, weight, 
and handling. The PROGRESSIVE.baTTEN. 
CONFIGURaTION introduces a system that 
determines the ideal number of battens for 
each sail, depending on size and intended 
use. This provides for an ideal combination 
of performance and the lowest possible 
weight for each sail.

MINI.baTTEN Eliminates unintentional 
leech flutter. Short, highly effective min-
iature battens support the areas between 
the long battens and prevent any annoying 
flutter.

hYpEr.LEECh II makes speed sails even 
faster! This solution was inspired by air-
plane wings. The precisely defined spot of 
HYPER.LEECH II is located slightly higher, 
improving tension distribution in the leech 
and making the reaction of the top ex-
tremely sensitive. The result is an improved 
loose-leech twist for better control and 
higher stability in gusts or when getting 
over-powered.

CrOSS.baTTEN.CONCEpT (WaRP F2010, 
Ram F11, S_TYPE, X_TYPE, NaTURaL from 
6.2, EGO) Power and handling optimum 
combination. This intelligent solution, 
shifts the sail’s centre of effort downwards 
and supports the larger surface area in 
the boom zone. It also allows for an early 
planing profile without losing handling. 
Optimal in combination with the CUTaWaY.
CLEW!

CUTaWaY.CLEW (WaRP F2010, Ram F11, 
S_TYPE, X_TYPE, NaTURaL from 6.2, EGO) 
minimized rotation forces improve handling. 
The CUTaWaY.CLEW has an extremely 
positive influence on the sails agility and 
feel. The shorter and stiffer boom makes 
the sail more compact, stabilizes the profile 
when overpowered and reduces the sails´ 
centrifugal mass to enhance control.



≥ 14  VTS VISUaL.TRIm.SYSTEm

≥ 13≥ 12
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≥ 14 vTS vISUaL.TrIM.SYSTEM
Perfect trim and a huge application range!

Even beginners can accurately trim the sail in a matter of seconds. Simply pull the luff 
until the top of the loose leech reaches the „min dot“ or „max dot“ (depending on the 
wind speed). That’s it! The exclusive VTS acts like a turbocharger, ensuring maximum 
performance and an extended range of application. Trimming has never been quicker 
and better!
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WaRP F2010

≥  Peter Slate Sa77 / Cyril moussilmani F71
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≥ The ultimate World Cup racing machine
 
≥  With improved acceleration right from the start and after jibing, with 

significantly reduced weight, especially in the larger sizes, we are 
proud to introduce the new ‘Warp’ 2010; The best all round sail to 
fight for the podium in regattas and the World Cup. Taking the best 
components and design elements from it’s extremely successful 
predecessor, Designer Kai hopf, has worked on two more very 
important aspects: the optimisation of the acceleration, without 
compromising the high stability and v-max, also the ‘weight-diet’.

≥  acceleration and pull through lulls – this is the secret to reach 
maximum speed immediately after start and jibing with every little 
gust. These are precisely the situations in which the competitor 
can be attacked and overtaken. Or to step on the gas on the way to 
the next buoy to first round on the racing line. Kai achieved this by 
adding depth especially in the boom area. In the upper sail (batten 
1-4) a complete luff panel now replaces the previous cross seams, 
which perfectly controls the stability of the deeper profile. In addition, 
Kai has reduced the „aspect ratio“, especially in the large sizes. 
The resulting, wider chord also has a very positive influence on the 
acceleration. The combination of these modifications are crucial to 
the dragster-like acceleration of the WaRP 2010th

≥  based on the success of its predecessor, where the number of 
battens, up to 8.0, had already been reduced to 7, Kai then went one 
step further, so that even the large sizes feature only 7 battens. This 
logically optimizes not only the dynamics, but also gives the rig a 
significantly easier handling. Through the use of stiffer battens with 
improved bend curves Kai Hopf succeeds to completely maintain 
the high end stability. For further weight reduction the top three 
battens are now equipped with our mINI.ROCKET.TENSIONER, one 
of the lightest batten tensioners at all. all of these „diet-actions“ at 
the top of the sail have enormous impact on the sails’ dynamic. The 
significantly reduced swing weight comes into play especially in the 
most used larger sizes. Results: The WaRP F2010 is less exhausting 
and more effective while pumping.

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: LOWER.aSPECT.RaTIO makes for increased acceleration 
after start and jibing

> 02  NEW: Radical weight reduction due to 7.baTTEN.dESIGN and 
mINI.ROCKET tensioner on the top 3 battens

> 03  INdEPENdENT.SHaPING.CONCEPT improves rotation, control 
and acceleration 

> 04  TWIN.TRIm.CLEW allows for individual tuning increasing the 
range of use 

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  The latest raM F11 is like the tough little brother of the World Cup 
Warp F2010! Even stronger, and with a special and user-friendly 
character it matches around 90% performance of the fastest Warp 
we’ve ever built. During its further development for 2010 two aspects 
were paramount: Improved handling and performance optimization 
through the entire range of use.

≥  7 battens, a narrower mast sleeve and the reduced weight make the 
Ram F11 far less physical to handle than the WaRP F2010. The brand-
new INdEPENdENT.SHaPING.CONCEPT supports this concept 
decisively. Instead of just using one kind of shaping for the complete 
sail (sail body and mast sleeve), for the first time Kai’s worked with 
2 separate 3-d profiles for the sail body and mast sleeve. The wind 
range has improved drastically by an impressive 25%.

≥  additionally the all-new TWIN.TRIm.CLEW lends further positive 
range of use. The secret of the TWIN.TRIm.CLEW lies with horizontally 
placed clew eyelets. The outer clew position provides more power and 
direct feeling, while the inner position lends superior control and a 
softer sensation. 

≥  The TT.TOP, super stiff bOX.baTTEN and the wide and conical aERO.
SLEEVE mast sleeve design features, lead the new Ram F11 to 
breathtaking top end speeds for both GPS and competition pilots. a 
missile of this caliber has never been so easy to use and is the secret 
to it’s success. 

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: LOWER.aSPECT.RaTIO makes for increased acceleration 
after start and jibing 

> 02  INdEPENdENT.SHaPING.CONCEPT improves rotation, control 
and acceleration 

> 03  TWIN.TRIm.CLEW allows for individual tuning increasing the 
range of use 

> 04  HYPER.Cam - the first hard camber that rotates like a soft cam

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  The S_TYpE is one of our most successful sails in all international 
magazine tests and is considered as ThE reference in this class. For 
2011, it has been completely redesigned and got a more compact 
shape with a slightly longer CrOSS.baTTEN similar to the highly 
successful Warp F2010. This increased chord has an extremely 
positive effect on the acceleration!

≥  as a result the new S_TYpE has an even better low end push and 
better than any other sail combines acceleration with impressive 
performance and plenty of speed - without compromising rig 
steering and handling!

≥  One can immediately feel that this sail incorporates not only all our 
experience from the NorthSails racing range, but also the power and 
the latest features of the Ram F10. It‘s fascinating too that that the 
S_TYPE has gained functionality and is no even more suitable for a 
larger range of board types.

≥  This is partly due to the familiar SWITCHabLE.Cam.OPTION allowing 
the sail to be ridden with either 3 or 2 cambers. Now it’s the foot 
cam which can be removed. The proven CUTaWaY.CLEW outhaul 
significantly improves handling thanks to a shorter boom and reduced 
rotation forces.

≥  another reason is the medium-size CONICaL.aERO.SLEEVE.dESIGN 
mast pocket. This represents the ideal compromise between optimum 
propulsion and comfortable waterstart behavior. Regardless whether 
at high speed or simply cruising and jibing, the S_TYPE has many 
faces - the perfect universal performer.

≥  as to its durability: apart from legendary features such as dOUbLE.
SEam and dURaTECH.FOOT, we gave the CROSS.baTTEN additional 
seam protection to prevent chafing. Simply ingenious: all S_TYPE 
sizes work with one mast length!

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: LOWER.aSPECT.RaTIO makes for increased acceleration 
after start and jibing

> 02  mINImUm.maST.CONCEPT: one mast (460-25) fits all sail sizes

> 03  HYPER.Cam - the first hard camber that rotates like a soft cam 

> 04  Switchable 3/2 cam option: 3 cams for max. performance - 
2 cams for improved handling 

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  The ultimate NoCam performance sail has again increased its 
performance. The secret is the reduced aspect-ratio, which was 
acquired by the winning-machine Warp F2010, and the fairly high-
tension foil guarantees maximum performance without camber 
induced support.

≥  Compared to the previous model, the new X_TYpE has improved 
planing power as the slightly wider chord supports the acceleration. 
all of this without increasing the boom length as the more pronounced 
CrOSS.baTTEN avoids this. 

≥  This added versatility combines spontaneous performance delivery 
with top speed, and offers all the handling and rigging advantages of 
a NoCam sail.

≥  For you this means enormous thrust aNd the ease of use of a NoCam 
sail for enjoying manoeuvres.

≥  The X_TYPE draws its potential from HYPER.LEECH II and TT.TOP II, 
which ensure a more active twist. In addition, it features a slightly 
lower profile for more low-down power, and a pressure point further 
at the front.

≥  This facilitates rig control and steering, and significantly contributes 
to what is an unusually high stability pressure point for a NoCam sail. 
Thanks to the PROGRESSIVE.baTTEN.CONFIGURaTION, all X_TYPE 
models feature batten numbers relevant to size and application, with 
Kai Hopf managing to perfect the 6.0 and 5.4 sizes with just 6 battens. 
This helps reduce weight and improves handling. What’s more all 
X_TYPE sizes can be used with a single 460 mast - one mast fits all!

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: LOWER.aSPECT.RaTIO makes for increased acceleration 
after start and jibing 

> 02  TWIN.TRIm.CLEW allows for individual tuning increasing the 
range of use 

> 03  Increased durability through solid X.PLY foot construction

> 04  mINImUm.maST.CONCEPT: one mast (460-25) fits all sail sizes

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  The powerful and playful manageable all-rounder now has even 
more performance than its predecessor and multiple test-winner. 
This is shown by the fact that all sizes from 6.2 are now equipped 
with CrOSS.baTTEN and CUTaWaY.CLEW which gives the NaTUraL 
not only better acceleration but also an increase in high end stability 
and speed.

≥  In the course of laborious tests, Kai hopf developed a new sail layout 
that requires much less trimming know-how. This means less time 
and knowledge is required for the setup, without need for subsequent 
adjustments!

≥  The secret of the perfectly balanced range of the NaTURaL is the 
PROGRESSIVE.baTTEN.CONFIGURaTION. as a result, the focus for 
sizes up to 5.8 m2 is still on handling and draft stability, which explains 
why only 5 battens are in place.

≥  at 6.2 m2 and above, the design focuses on performance while Kai 
Hopf once again concentrated on simple rig control and handling 
characteristics. both versions offer excellent control, a high level of 
comfort, and plenty of planing ability - the perfect synthesis of speed, 
acceleration, and handling.

≥  The new NaTURaL will make windsurfing much less complicated, 
and we believe that for many sailors the problem of choosing the right 
equipment is almost obsolete.

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  VTS and HTS: NorthSails patented visual trim indications make 
rigging a piece of cake

> 02  2 maSTS.FIT.aLL: with only 2 masts you cover all sizes

> 03  imOdULaR.dESIGN for reduced weight and better handling 

> 04  dURa.LUFF.PaTCH avoids damage to the luff panel from rigging

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  Especially for ambitious surfers Kai hopf has developed the brand 
new featherweight CUrvE. Looking at this Crossover sail one can 
imagine how easy it is control during manoeuvres and light it feels in 
your hands.

≥  The secret is the extremely weight-optimized and clean construction 
that focuses on the essentials, without compromising the durability. 
The result is an unparalleled handling, which immediately makes 
especially intermediates jump up one class.

≥  The balanced shape and very low weight are specially tailored to the 
group of novices and intermediates. The new CURVE accelerated 
the move to the next skill level and ideally supports learning new 
manoeuvres.

≥  Thanks to the sophisticated mix of materials in combination with 
the RIPSTOP.FRamE.dESIGN the CURVE is on an extremely low 
weight which is absolutely thrilling. The lightweight fascinates with 
sensational ease of handling and a surprisingly wide range of use. 
Never before was learning more Joyful!

 KEY FEaTURES

> 01  maximum weight reduction through imOdULaR.dESIGN and 
RIPSTOP.FRamE.dESIGN 

> 02  VTS and HTS: NorthSails patented visual trim indications make 
rigging a piece of cake 

> 03  mINImUm.maST.CONCEPT: one mast (430-21) fits for all sail sizes

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  Especially for kids and juniors we have put an enormous effort in 
developing an own sail range. according to the motto: Just the best 
for the kids!

≥  most sail brands use exactly the same materials for their kids sail as 
in the adult sails (e.g. heavy X.PLY). Completely over engineered for 
their basic physical requirements, most surf center managers and 
instructors would agree. Through years of cooperation with all major 
schools (e.g. VdWS, Club mistral, Planet) NorthSails has gained an 
enormous competitive edge in this area, which is fully incorporated 
into the new dRIVE.GROm line. a very balanced shape and lightweight 
cloths are used which are adapted to the lower weight and the lack 
of power of the target group. The new dRIVE.GROm therefore is likely 
the most specialized Kids sail on the market!

≥  The dRIVE.GROm particularly benefits of the sophisticated mix of 
materials in combination with the RIPSTOP.FRamE.dESIGN and use 
of lightweight monofilm without compromising durability. Five sizes 
with individual batten configurations based on the ergonomics and 
physical power of the youngsters result in high-quality and high-
performance equipment so that fun and success of the kids are 
guaranteed right from the beginning.

≥  additionally, we developed special mast/boom components for the 
dRIVE.GROm! That means the dRIVE.GROm is also available as 
complete rigs!

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  PROGRESSIVE.baTTEN.CONFIGURaTION: size-specific amount 
of battens ideally matching the age and weight of the kids 

> 02  maximum weight reduction through imOdULaR.dESIGN and 
RIPSTOP.FRamE.dESIGN 

> 03  VTS and HTS: NorthSails patented visual trim indications make 
rigging a piece of cake

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  2011 the evolution of the DUKE takes a giant step! The latest 
generation takes you to the next level - with a carefully optimized luff 
curve, modified sail foil tension and optimized batten profiles. Thus, 
the new Duke is even lighter in the hand and allows you more flexibility 
than ever for your very own style and focus on the essentials. and 
very important: although all DUKE develop maximum performance 
on rDM masts, they are still 100% compatible with conventional SDM 
masts!

≥  No other sail can covers such an extremely wide range from Wave 
to flatwater Freestyle as perfectly as the DUKE. This rule applies 
for years, and the optimized 2011 model more than ever is like a 
chameleon that adapts to its environment almost automatically.

≥  To enable this broad range of use, the whole team was involved. Only 
this way it’s guaranteed that the duke will meet all requirements in 
all conditions.

≥  The requirements for a Power Wave sails and a Freestyle sail are very 
similar: great planing potential combined with maximum handling 
and good controllability. Up to 5.4 m2, the dUKE therefore has been 
designed as a powerful Wave sail. Not only because of the effective 
TWIN.TRIm.CLEW it has the greatest trimming versatility of all our 
Wave sails and the dUKE can easily be controlled by medium-weight 
riders too.

≥  For sizes 5.9 m2 and above, Kai Hopf improved the new dUKE strictly 
according to the specifications of our Triple Freestyle World Champion 
Jose “Gollito” Perez, and EFPT Champion andre Paskowski. 5 
battens, the HYPER.LEECH II and the unique foot geometry improve 
the handling especially during difficult Freestyle tricks. New: all 
dUKE sizes were designed for Rdm masts, but are still compatible 
with Sdm masts.

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: refined luff curve, twist pattern and sail body tension 
makes the sail feel lighter in your hands

> 02  TWIN.TRIm.CLEW allows for individual tuning increasing the 
range of use

> 03    maximum weight reduction through imOdULaR.dESIGN

> 04  2 maSTS.FIT.aLL: with only 2 masts you cover all sizes

> 05  NEW: designed to work on Rdm masts aNd on Sdm masts 

  For further features see page 26-29
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≥  The radical look of the new ICE reveals that there has been a lot of 
development work, which turns into great performance. This World 
Cup wave sail has the potential to get the maximum out of any 
situation - even in very critical conditions! 

≥  Evolution is a constant process. Step by step, even the ultimate can 
be improved. Therefore Kai hopf looked into every detail of the ICE. 
From the refinement of the luff curve to the optimization of the sail 
foil tension up to new batten profiles - hardly a design feature was 
omitted. The results are impressive across the board: the 2001 ICE 
feels much lighter in your hands and is even more radical to direct! 

≥  In addition the key success factors of the ICE were sustained. E.g. 
the sensational handling as a result of the optimized foot geometry 
(especially when descending the wave), the impressive performance 
over a very wide wind range and the instantaneous reaction. Finally 
the imOdULaR.dESIGN’s optimized sail weight has a huge impact on 
handling.

≥  Since the ICE was designed for all World Cup spots, it functions 
equally well from Ho’okipa to Sylt, to Gran Canaria or at your favorite 
spot.

≥  all ICE sizes were designed for Rdm masts, but are still compatible 
with Sdm masts. That’s why the new ICE feels softer and can be 
easily controlled and pumped onto the plane. These abilities are also 
supported by the modified luff curve and the optimized leech tension.

 
≥  The ICE is now also available in monofilm-free, hardcore X.PLY 

version.

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: refined luff curve, twist pattern and sail body tension 
makes the sail feel lighter in your hands. 

> 02  TWIN.TRIm.CLEW allows for individual tuning increasing the 
range of use 

> 03  designed to work on Rdm masts aNd on Sdm masts

> 04  mINImUm.maST.CONCEPT: one mast (400-19) fits all sail sizes
 
  For further features see page 26-29
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≥   With the aggressive EGO in 2009 we introduced an absolutely new 
concept in the wave sail area that can do far more than previous Wave 
sails: It dares to look into the future and is always ahead of its time. 
This also applies to the EGO 2011, the ultimate sail for innovative 
wave rider - evolution never stops!

≥   The EGO heralded the era of the Compact Wave Sails - as innovators, 
which is built with exceptional materials and shows the latest trends 
in sail design. also for 2011 Kai hopf has consistently complied with 
the requirement and has improved the performance, details and 
especially the handling of the new EGO. Yet despite our passion for 
innovation, we are true to our motto „innovation follows function“.

≥   Kai Hopf developed the baLaNCEd.LUFF.LENGTH, a precisely 
balanced ratio of luff length to boom length. as short and compact 
as possible for radical handling and as long as necessary for a decent 
twist, and ensuring maximum wind range. In order to achieve sensible 
sizes, Kai uses the proven NorthSails CROSS.baTTEN.CONCEPT in 
combination with the CUTaWaY.CLEW, that’s reaped real benefits in 
handling. In addition the optimized luff curve and sail foil tension as 
well as the new batten profiles make the EGO feel much lighter in your 
hands.

≥   IMpOrTaNT: the EGO is our first sail exclusively designed for Rdm 
masts due to its special elastic characteristics. The smaller mast 
diameter perfectly matches this softer feeling sail and shorter luff.

  KEY FEaTURES

> 01  NEW: refined luff curve, twist pattern and sail body tension 
makes the sail feel lighter in your hands. 

> 02  TWIN.TRIm.CLEW allows for individual tuning increasing the 
range of use 

> 03  Shorter luff length through CLEW.CUTaWaY makes sail more 
compact without loosing wind range 

> 04  STRaIGHT.FOOT.dESIGN enables more radical moves and 
getting closer to the impact zone

> 05   Exclusively designed for Rdm masts

  For further features see page 26-29
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Perfectly matching components.
One thing is sure: all NorthSails components fit almost all sails of different brands and improve their performance. In addition, there are 
ideal combinations that can get the maximum out of every rig. components within the REd, SILVER, GOLd and PLaTINUm series make 
great combinations, and were designed to perfectly match each other. In terms of performance and price, the following rule of thumb 
applies: the more money you spend, the lighter and more dynamic and powerful your rig will be. This means that you determine how 
much performance you need or how much you are willing to invest in your performance.

The perfect rig.
For over a decade NorthSails has been one of the few brands who develop all Windsurfing rig components for use exclusively by North-
Sails. This guarantees that all NorthSails components are state-of-the-art and work better, and when used in conjunction with a North 
Sail generate the absolute maximum performance!

Engineered and made in Germany!
We are exceptionally proud to be one of the few brands still producing our booms and extensions 100% in Germany (except for Platinum 
models). In addition we use raw materials from Europe only. Of course in comparison to „made in china“ they don’t come so cheaply. 
On the other hand only „made in Germany“ guarantees you the unmatched NorthSails quality of our booms and extensions.
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iFRONT - the fastest and most comfortable NorthSails boom front piece 
with unique trimming and tuning opportunities. Red dot award 2009 for 
extraordinary design.

did you know that 90% of all brands use the same front end from china and just change the optics a bit? Here at NorthSails we are al-
ways investing in new research and development as well as the production of self-contained premium products, as you can see with the 
boom front end iFRONT. It has new and innovative functions, unbeatable durability and awarded design that you don’t get anywhere else.

many adrenaline sports have adopted the concept of equipment  suspension to improve control and  reach new levels of maximum 
performance. For example, who still rides downhill with a non-suspension mountain bike? We’ve known for a long time now that boom 
construction, and in particular the head rigidity level, has a big impact on rig performance. We carried out extensive comparison tests 
from smooth flat water, gnarly Gran canaria chop and rolling maui swell, that eventually proved that rigs are extremely fast when they 
remain steady in the rider’s hand for optimum control in rig steering. This range of conditions presented individual challenges for the 
ideal boom. While wind and water conditions on flat-water are mostly calmer and call for larger sails, exactly the opposite prevails on 
Gran canaria. In order to achieve optimum propulsion  and more comfortable windsurfing, at both extremes, and, especially at say Pozo, 
one would need two heads of different stiffness or attenuation. For example a slightly suspended, direct front piece for totally flat-water 
which directly transfers the wind energy directly into forward motion, and an attenuated, more flexible head for harsher conditions, 
which „buffers“ the boards oscillation and consequent loss of control.  Perhaps this level of technology would only be achievable for 
professional riders. and how could we overlook the extra performance and comfort advantages this might bring our loyal customers? 
So that’s exactly what we focused on.

The knowledge acquired by our development team helped it devise the following easily understandable formulas:

≥  Low wind = calm waters = large sail, long boom = less rig movement
 Ideal solution: inflexible, rigid head

≥  High wind = small sail, short boom = choppy waters which oscillates the board = bounce
 Ideal solution: heavy suspension head
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≥  FLEX.CONTROLLER FULL SUSPENSION:
  clearly defined, vertical flexibility, especially for Wave sails or for days with choppy, messy water for more comfort, better rig control 

and therefore higher speed, plus good shock absorption when landing jumps.

≥  FLEX.CONTROLLER MEDIUM SUSPENSION:
 medium Flex

≥   FLEX.CONTROLLER LOCkOUT:
  maximum rigidity, especially on a calm water surface and with big sails with long booms, since the length of the tube already provides 

for sufficient shock absorption. Easily as rigid as our competitors’ stiffest front-end.

> CONCLUSION
The iFRONT head revolutionizes the boom. Thanks to the individual suspension adjustment, the boom’s absorption can be regulated at 
the rider’s discretion for further ultimate control in choppy waters or strong gusts, since the vertical bounce of the board will always be 
cushioned. alternatively the rider can opt for uncompromising stiffness, making large sails even faster on calm waters, because in Race 
mode, the new iFRONT can effortlessly compete with the stiffest heads on the market – perfect for low wind slalom or formula.

> This is what hardcore users have to say about the revolutionary iFront:

“We’ve used the new iFront in all our centers now without any problems. after 12 months of heavy daily usage we can confidently say that 
the new iFront is the most reliable head we’ve ever had in our centers.”
Yola Bichler, managing director club mistral

“at the beginning I thought I‘d most probably use the new iFront in the familiar feeling, no-suspension “Lockout Position“ most of the time 
-  like everyone else I believed in the Neil Pryde “ the stiffer the faster” theory.. after 12 months of tough usage in all kinds of windsurf 
spots I can surely say that I prefer the „full suspension setup“, in 80% percent of the conditions. The „suspension modus“ simply provides 
more control – just  like on a mountain bike, that enables me to increase my top speed no end.”
Jimmy diaz, International Team rider NorthSails

“as a World cup racer I’m in permanent search for the best equipment to give me the edge in competition. I’ve tested all the front-ends on 
the market and I can say that in the „Lockout Position“ the iFront is definitely the stiffest one available.”
Patrik diethelm, International Team rider NorthSails

≥ 01
TOTAL.FLEX.CONTROL Individual flex ad-
justment. The challenge has been to de-
velop a head that unites both characteristics 
without having to accept any compromises. 
after three years of intensive development 
work, we’ve reached that goal! The iFRONT 
head is the first to offer an adjustment and tun-
ing option that changes the overall characteris-
tics of the boom, allowing for ideal adjustment 
to all conditions. This is made possible by the 
individually adjustable FLEX.cONTROLLER in 
three levels (patent pending).
Recommendation for suspension based on a 75 
kg windsurfer (can differ for individual needs):
-  full suspension for all Wave-Freestyle con-

ditions, as well as Freeride und Race sails 
smaller 7.0 m2

-  medium suspension for sail sizes from 7.0 m2 
up to 10.0 m2

-  lockout for sail sizes 10.0 m2 and bigger

≥ 02
AUTO.CLOSE Revolutionary rigging. But 
what’s the fastest boom worth if it’s difficult 
and time-consuming to operate? There-
fore, the new iFRONT is equipped with the 
NorthSails aUTO.cLOSE (patent pending), 
in which a tappet automatically snaps and 
closes the hinge cap when rigging up. This 
helps avoid threading and trapped fingers.

≥ 04
LOCkED.RDM.ADAPTER 100% fit and com-
patibility with Rdm. additional rubber adapt-
ers for Rdm masts that either stick on the 
mast or – in most cases – get lost, are a 
thing of the past thanks to the iFRONT, since 
the Rdm adapter is now directly and firmly 
connected to the head (but can be removed 
anytime without any tools). This improves 
rigging comfort significantly since, logi-
cally, the cuff no longer slips on the mast, 
let alone gets lost or displaced. an additional 
advantage: it weighs 50% less than previous 
adapters! comes with Silver, Gold and Plati-
num 140 and 150 only.

≥ 03
ULTRA.CLEAN.ROPE.STORAGE clearing 
up the loose ends! There is nothing more 
unnerving or annoying than a loose dan-
gling piece of rope on your boom front end, 
and no longer is it necessary! For the first 
time the iFRONT has a spot in the front 
end closing lever, where the rope can be 
stored both clean and secure, although 
ready to grab instantly, if required.



≥ 02 ≥ 03
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170-220
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≥ 04   REd

140-190
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≥ 01 NEW ScHOOL BENdcURVE  140-190  /  150-200  cLaSSIc BENdcURVE  170-220  /  190-250  /  240-290

PLATINUM The new carbon PLaTINUm was designed from scratch, and is now manufactured for the first time using aEROSPacE.
PREPREG.TEcHNOLOGY. This also applies to the new, white tail ends. To meet the highest requirements, we distinguish between Wave 
and Freestyle lengths from 1.40 to 1.50m and longer Slalom and Formula lengths of 1.70m to 2.40m. The bending curve of the short 
sizes features a re-worked New School shape, that prevents the rider’s front arm from being overstretched. The large sizes, however, 
feature extensive Race bending curves. all models are equipped with the innovative iFRONT head, whose flex and absorption can be 
adjusted in three steps from comfortable to ultra-stiff. New: PLaTINUm 190cm and 240 cm have the same boom body, and are ex-
tremely extendable thanks to two OVERSIZEd.OUTSIdE tail ends of different lengths. as a result, the 190cm size can now be extended 
to 280cm by simply replacing the tail end - without compromises to rigidity! The short PLaTINUm models still have an inserted tail end 
for maximum grip comfort. The short and long versions also differ in tube diameter: extra grip with 28mm for lengths up to 1.70m, and 
super-stiff 30mm diameter for the longer booms.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 02 NEW ScHOOL BENdcURVE  140-190  /  150-200    cLaSSIc BENdcURVE  170-220  /  190-250  /  220-280

GOLD BONdEd.TEcHNOLOGY is the unique NorthSails production procedure where the boom arms and the head are “melted“ togeth-
er with special aerospace-standard glue. This exclusive production technology now has enabled a quantum jump in the hybrid boom 
segment. In order to being able to bend alloy to the shape of a boom you have to use a pliable and relatively soft alloy. With the new 
GOLd boom we’ve taken a completely new path, with a boom that’s been literally separated into straight and bent segments. In the bent 
areas we still use a common “elastic” T8 alloy to achieve the desired bend curve. For the very first time in all straight areas we’re able 
to use a 30% stiffer, unbendable aLU.TITaN tube. due to the BONdEd.TEcHNOLOGY the separate segments are finally fused into one 
unit at the end of the production process and so aLU.TITaN.HYBRId.cONSTRUcTION is born. The result sets a new industrial standard 
in stiffness for alloy booms (up to 30% stiffer than common alloy booms). as a result the new GOLd boom almost reaches the stiffness 
of a high-end carbon boom. In order to rival carbon booms in racing, we’ve taken over the bend curve, as well as the revolutionary 
OVERSIZEd.OUTSIdE tail end concept of the PLaTINUm race boom for the 190-250 length. This means that in comparison to thinner 
internally placed tail ends, the boom maintains stiffness even at full extension. Propelling forces are transferred entirely free from 
play and directly via the iFRONT head, whereas comfort is individually adjustable via the flex adjustment. The shorter lengths have the 
thin 28mm diameter for relaxed forearms and better suspension, in favour of uncompromising rigidity the GOLd 170 has 30mm strong 
tubes with non-slip and soft grip. The short lengths up to 1,50m have an ergonomically ideal new school bend curve for keeping both 
hands in the same distance from the center of the sail and preventing the rider’s front arm from being overstretched. GOLd – the new 
industry standard in hybrid booms!

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 03 NEW ScHOOL BENdcURVE  140-190  /  150-200  /  160-210 cLaSSIc BENdcURVE  180-230  /  200-250

NEW: SILVER HD 7075 High Tech aluminum SILVER The more affordable version of the GOLd series, also manufactured using the 
BONdEd.TEcHNOLOGY (cannot be dismantled), is now manufactured from 7075 high-tech aluminum, known from the bike sport. This 
material makes the arms 30% stiffer than ordinary aluminum tubes and gives the new SILVER Hd a huge plus in durability. We are so 
convinced of this technology that we give 2 years full warranty, even including bending!

The SILVER Hd consists of 4 segments and has a one-piece alloy tail end and is of course also equipped with the innovative iFRONT 
head. Features such as flex adjustment and length-specific Rdm tubes with a 28mm or 30mm diameter (starting at 1.80m) combine 
super-high rigidity with great comfort. The short lengths up to 1,60m feature an ergonomical new school bend curve so that both hands 
remain an equal distance from the centre of the sail, preventing the front arm from being overstretched. a total of five boom lengths 
with a refined specific bending curve are available, making the SILVER series perfectly for all sails from Wave to Freerace.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 04      cLaSSIc BENdcURVE  140-190  /  150-200  /  160-210  /  180-230

The RED is a brilliant all-rounder. New for 2011 is the reduced diameter of 28mm for the 140 and 150 lengths while all other lengths 
come with 30mm. combined with the innovative iFRONT head, it delivers high rigidity and durability. an additional contribution to safety 
and superior comfort comes from the dOUBLE.PIN.LOck system, which firmly locks the boom while preventing the tubes from twist-
ing. The REd is completely dismantleable and provides minimum transport volume especially when travelling by plane! Since each size 
possesses an individual bending curve, the REd series suits all sail types (flex not adjustable; Rdm adapter not included).
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PLATINUM3 SDM (available december 2010) a revolution for those irritated by bulky masts! The PLaTINUm3 Sdm represents 
transformational development in mast construction. as the first-ever 3-piece mast that’s not only shorter to transport, it also offers 
an affordable way of varying mast length simply by replacing the middle piece. This new concept brings huge benefits for storage and 
performance, since the critical connection point of 2-piece masts has traditionally been right in the middle of the mast, with the most 
negative impact on the bend curve and control over stiffness and reaction. The new concept now shifts this „hard spot“ further along, 
creating a more harmonious curve in the middle. as a result, the PLaTINUm3 series has become our highest performing mast range that 
fits into every trunk. Of course, we also offer Rdm and Sdm versions that cover all other sail types and brands!

“I tried the 3-piece masts today against our production 2-piece PLaTINUm mast on the Warp F2010. To my surprise the 3-piece mast 
outperforms the 2-piece mast in every way: it seems to give a feel to the sail that I have not felt with any 2-piece mast before. I’ve felt 
noticeable and immediate increases in handling, top-end speed, wind range, a nicer pumping ability and general ease of use. Right now 
I’m very, very excited about these masts. I can tell you that I can’t wait to race on these masts – they’re bound to make our sails better than 
they already are. From a performance point of view, I would put this mast straight into production. I cannot believe that one top and bottom 
piece with three different middle sections can outperform our regular two piece masts on sails from 5.7 to 9.0.”
chief tester Peter Slate after testing the final prototype of the PLaTINUm3 Sdm
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IMPORTANT: SDM / RDM as a rule, 
a distinction is made between Sdm 
(standard) and the increasingly popular 
Rdm (reduced) mast diameters. Very 
few people know that Rdm masts make 
sense only up to lengths of around 
430cm, since they present a rather soft 
flex behaviour as a result of their small-
er cross section. Therefore, they are 
primarily suitable for Wave/Freestyle 
sails, their advantage being that they 
are easier to grip during manoeuvres. 
Large - mostly performance-oriented 
sails therefore need stiffer masts with 
a “more direct“ flex. This characteristic 
calls for a larger mast cross section in 
order to reach the required stiffness.

AEROSPACE.PREPREG.TECHNOLOGY
all NorthSails masts are manufactured us-
ing the ultimate aEROSPacE.PREPREG.
TEcHNOLOGY, and meanwhile this method 
is also used for the REd and SILVER series. 
This method provides for a computer-con-
trolled adjustment of the resin and carbon 
content, and processing takes place under 
extremely high compression pressure (up to 
10 tons!). Therefore, the masts themselves 
only differ in the percentage of carbon con-
tent and its quality.

TOTAL.PROTECTION.SHIELD
The NorthSails polyamide coating is a 
groundbreaking development in mast con-
struction. This highly abrasion-resistant 
material covers the entire PLaTINUm and 
Gold series masts and for 2011 also the base 
of the Silver and Red series for 100% sur-
face protection! No abrasion, no scratches, 
or damage to the carbon fibres by the cam-
ber or the boom clamp. at the same time, 
this visco-elastic skin reinforces the entire 
structure and increases fracture resistance 
by approx. 20%, without any impact on bend 
curve.

MORE RDM MASTS In addition to the regu-
lar Sdm masts (Standard diameter mast) 
there’s a trend towards thinner or Rdm 
masts (Rdm = reduced diameter mast). 
That’s why our new mast program is more 
complete, NorthSails Rdm masts are avail-
able in all ranges, each with a different 
carbon content and a price to suit everyone.

DROP.SHAPE <> CONSTANT.TAPER
all standard diameter (Sdm) NorthSails 
masts come in length-specific shapes: Up 
to a length of 430cm, the masts feature a 
dROP.SHaPE geometry with a significantly 
tapered boom area. This allows us to trans-
fer the rotation and handling advantages 
of Rdm masts to classic masts without the 
need for special extensions or boom adapt-
ers. all Sdm masts with a length of 460cm 
or above feature the cONSTaNT.TaPEREd 
geometry that forms a conical shape from 
the base to the top.

STILL THE REVOLUTION:
NorthSails revolutionary 3-PIEcE.maST.SYSTEm

≥  01. Easier transportation due to shorter packaging length (up to 25%)
 - Fits even into small cars now
 - Ideal choice for frequent flyers

≥  02. Improved bend curve
  The two plug-in connections result in a harmoniously flexing middle piece creating a more 

harmonious bending curve in the most critical mid-section

≥  03. Make 4 out of 1 due to interchangeable center pieces (patent pending)
 The following lengths are available:
 Set Sdm: 400 - 430 – 460 - 490

≥  04. Greater value for money
 Instead of buying a whole new mast, you simply exchange the center piece

The 2011 mast range offers even greater choice, technical innovations, and 
a revolution that underscores our commitment to user-friendliness. Even if 
the names are still the same, they describe a significantly optimized high-
tech product. an overview of the major developments for 2010:
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≥ 10/11   40

CARBON.XTENDER SDM 

PLATINUM 40 an even lighter high-end mast extension based 
on the PLaTINUm series, available in 40 cm for optimum ad-
justment.

---------------------------------------------------------------

SILVER 40 40 cm longer, yet without any negative impact on 
the bending curve or the durability of our masts. For the first 
time, it is possible to use sails with a size difference of up to 
3.5 m2 with one and the same mast (for instance, the entire 
S_TYPE line from 6.0 to 9.5 m2 with a single 460 mast)!

≥ 12/13   40

CARBON.XTENDER RDM

PLATINUM 40 The ultimate 40 cm Rdm xtender in PLaTINUm 
construction.

---------------------------------------------------------------

SILVER 40 a 40 cm longer Rdm mast with all the benefits 

available december 2010
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≥ 06 370   400   430
PLATINUM RDM The ultimate needle mast. Thanks to a new ge-
ometry with a larger top diameter, the PLaTINUm Rdm is even 
more dynamic than its predecessor. as a result, the rig benefits 
not only from the aerodynamic advantages of the smaller diam-
eter but also from the greater flexing power of the needle shape. 
Of course, this top model also features both the polyamide base 
coating and the “cooler” white surface. 

------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 07 370   400   430
GOLD RDM is the more affordable version of the thin, high perfor-
mance PLaTINUm Rdm. Except for the slightly reduced carbon 
content, the two series are technologically identical. The new 
GOLd Rdm also has an improved geometry with a more promi-
nent top diameter for greater flex dynamics. Similarly, the en-
tire mast is sealed with the white polyamide surface to protect 
it against abrasion.

------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 08 370   400   430
SILVER RDM This is the first time that a needle mast with a car-
bon content of 55% has ever been produced. as a result, the SIL-
VER Rdm enters a price category in which no one expected to find 
thin performance masts. Now a technologically mature product, 
the SILVER Rdm offers the dynamic advantages of thin shapes 
and significantly improved flex tip dynamics. comes without Rdm 
adapter. NEW: The base section comes with white polyamide 
coating to prevent scratching, abrasion and thermal overstress.

------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 09 370   400   430
NEW: RED RDM The long-awaited Rdm mast at a favourable 
price. Now also manufactured using aEROSPacE.PREPREG.
TEcHNOLOGY with 35% carbon content. This will give you a solid 
performance and is compatible with almost every sail brand. 
The base section comes with white polyamide coating to prevent 
scratching, abrasion and thermal overstress.

≥ 01 400   430   460   490
NEW: PLATINUM3 SDM Never before was a mast shorter and 
easier to transport! Our top-of-the-line mast program, covering 
a huge range of applications eclipses every other mast in terms 
of performance thanks to 100% carbon and aEROSPacE.PRE-
PREG.TEcHNOLOGY. The two plug-in connections result in a har-
moniously flexing mid-section (available in 4 different lengths) 
that offers an unmatched bend curve precision. PLaTINUm3 Sdm 
is the ideal choice for frequent flyers and windsurfers with small 
cars, as well as those seeking ultimate performance.

≥ 02 370   400   430   460   490   520   550
PLATINUM SDM The PLaTINUm series was developed for World 
cup pros and gear heads. It represents our most individual and 
dynamic line, with lengths from 370 to 430cm focusing on Wave 
and Freestyle, those with 460cm and above on Race. Of course, 
this series is manufactured using the aEROSPacE.PREPREG.
TEcHNOLOGY, the most precise and sophisticated technology 
currently available. compression pressures of up to 10 tons re-
sult in an extremely homogeneous carbon-resin mixture, and 
reduce the resin content to a minimum. This is what delivers the 
sheer unbelievable reflex and durability properties of this series. 
The white coating made of 100% abrasion-resistant polyamide 
protects the carbon surface against mechanical impact, and in-
creases fracture resistance by approx. 20%! The white surface 
prevents heat from reaching critical areas, and avoids thermal 
overstress.

------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 03 370   400   430   460   490
GOLD SDM a 75% high-tech carbon content, high-tech prepreg 
production, and excellent dynamics make the GOLd series the 
undisputable performance, weight, and price leader of the medi-
um segment. The full polyamide coating prevents any scratching 
or abrasion. The white surface material gives special protection 
against strong exposure to the sun by effectively preventing ther-
mal overstress and heat penetrating critical areas. This reduces 
material decay and maintains bend curve absolutely constant 
long-term. Overall, a top-quality, versatile mast made even more 
durable.

-

-----------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 04 400   430   460   490
SILVER SDM The high-quality NorthSails “all-rounder” with a 
carbon content of 55% and impressive overall performance. The 
SILVER mast series is now also produced using aEROSPacE.
PREPREG.TEcHNOLOGY, that allows computer-aided adjust-
ment of the carbon, glass, and resin content. In addition, a heat-
sensitive compression tape squeezes out excess resin, resulting 
in lower weight and even better flex. NEW: The base section 
comes with white polyamide coating to prevent scratching, abra-
sion and thermal overstress.

------------------------------------------------------------------

≥ 05 400   430   460   490
RED SDM is the universal NorthSails mast line representing 
excellent value for money. Now also manufactured using aERO-
SPacE.PREPREG.TEcHNOLOGY. a 35% carbon content guar-
antees balanced power and high-level durability. The REd line 
is compatible with almost all sail brands,that make it the ideal 
all-rounder. NEW: The base section comes with white polyamide 
coating to prevent scratching, abrasion and thermal overstress.
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SHOX.XTR - Power is nothing without control!
The first mast extension with an integrated shock absorber – a real “chop eater” 
for more control, more speed and more comfort.

do your running shoes still have super stiff leather soles? do you still race downhill on a hard-tailed mountain bike? and why must you 
focus like michael Schumacher in a Fiat 500 at150 km/h while a mercedes driver shoots by on the phone at 220 km/h?

The magic word is: chassis. a perfectly tuned chassis avoids bounce and oscillation. Only this additional control enables higher 
speeds. Until today only windsurfers have largely believed that only non-compromising rigidity leads to more performance. The full 
performance potential of our windsurfing gear stayed unexploited since control problems reduced speed potential, until last year we 
took our first steps toward more control with the launch of our new iFRONT head with controlled suspension.

With the SHOX.XTR we now present a chassis that has the potential to change the sport and be as sustainable as the invention of the 
mountain bike suspension… SHOX.XTR combines our pioneering POWER.XTR ratchet mechanism with an integrated high-end shock 
absorber.

Since windsurfing equipment is clearly exposed to further wind and weather stresses, high tech Polymers from BaSF take over the 
damping function. during a special procedure these Polymers are resinated with precisely defined air embeddings. Through this process 
we reach a similar fast response-behavior like an air-suspended high- end mountain bike suspension. Just as a bike suspension fork 
avoids riders being thrown off over bumps, steep chop is now simply being “absorbed” by the SHOX.XTR, instead of inducing a catapult. 
In addition the SHOX.XTR allows a much smoother rig control. due to the “chop Eater“ there is a lot less vertically movement of the 
sail, leading to better aerodynamics and so to more performance and higher speeds. Tests in international magazines, and the minutes 
of our top riders prove that with the SHOX.XTR anyone gets faster right away:



Supported by www.ub-tech.de
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≥ 01
SHOX.XTR SDM
- Including high end shock absorber 
- Extension range 2-42 cm 
- Necessary base sold seperately

≥ 02
SHOX.XTR RDM
- Including high end shock absorber 
- Extension range 6-42 cm 
- Necessary base sold seperately

≥ 03
SHOX.BASE
- Fits both SHOX.XTR Sdm and Rdm

≥   These advantages of the new SHOX.XTR count for any range of use and all disciplines:

 >  Be it speed, racing or freeride, with the SHOX.XTR you can finally appoint on a dead downwind course without fearing any control 
problems. makes every rider 1-2 knots faster, immediately.

 >  In the waves, firstly the SHOX.XTR dampens landings and delivers a new level of board control when going down-the-line.
 >  Supports the pop in Freestyling by the rebound. In addition the damping improves reception on landings.

≥  Thanks to a level adjuster the travel can be varied between 60 and 80 mm, with longer travel for tougher conditions and higher waves.

≥  Of course we have integrated the POWER.XTR ratchet mechanism for Sdm as well as Rdm masts.
 and all of this is achieved with only 100 g of additional weight compared to a standard POWER.XT extension.

≥  SHOX.XTR – get ready for an unprecedented riding sensation. 

≥ Sdm: L = 2 – 42 cm
≥ Rdm: L = 6 – 42 cm
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In several tests by international magazines and reports from our team riders have 
demonstrated that everyone is immediately faster when using the new SHOX.XTR.

“mate, if I had to downhaul with my teeth I 
would still use the Shox as they are amaz-
ing! don’t think I will ever be able to sail 
without one again.”
ant Baker, Uk Windsurf Freak

”The Shox.XTR felt really good overall sail-
ing in waves. Smooth feeling going out, 
when getting through white water, chops 
and every little bump ahead. But what sur-
prised me the most was when jibing outside 
, sometimes with the gusty winds and chop 
it took me too long to get planning again 
and catching a wave. With the new exten-
sion I had extra balance and could set my-
self out faster, planing earlier and catching 
waves easier! These extensions will defi-
nitely be my all round choice.“
Brawzinho Browne, World cup Pro

“a few days ago I tried the Shox XTR exten-
sion at Hookipa for the first time and I am 
very impressed about the performance. The 
new system eliminates a lot of the impact 
from the board specially when it’s choppy. 
It also helps a lot when you have to pass 
a big white water, with the normal ext/
base the board will move a lot with the rail 
catching the white water. With the Shox.XTR 
the board just floats more on top of it and 
makes it much easier to pass the white wa-
ter. also in the jumps the board suffers less 
because the extension takes a lot of the im-
pact. I’m very stoked about it.”
Victor Fernandez, World cup Pro

“It didn‘t take a great deal, just a little short 
chop in among some wavelets just outside 
the the shore break was enough to notice that 
something different was going on. Instead of 
juddering as it sailed over chop, the rig felt 
as though it floated through the air, feeling 
more comfortable and more locked in. ... In 
these conditions the SHOX.XTR absorbed a 
lot, though not all, of the impact so that less 
shock was transmitted to the mast and the 
boom, the sail didn‘t deform anywhere near 
as much and the power stayed much more 
locked into the rig. ...  the SHOX.XTR absorbs 
so that any consequential deforming of the 
sail shape, especially around the leech, is 
kept to the bare minimum. The bis question 
is does the SHOX.XTR do what it claims to? 
The question is ‚yes‘. For all these reasons 
it‘s possible to keep the power in the rig 
locked in more, making it possible to sail 
faster and harder off the wind. ... However 
neither sailor weight nor board size have a 
bearing on the shock absorbing inherent.“
Windsurf Uk (abstract issue 4/2010)

“With bigger cammed sails, all of the testers 
said the whole experience felt smoother, 
which gave them more confidence to push 
harder and go faster. Some felt it more 
through the gybe, whilst others said it 
helped them to keep the board on the water 
in overpowered situations in steep swell 
and chop. ... as for the claims of making 
all sailors immediately 1-2kts faster, listen 
up. One tester returned to the beach saying 
that he felt faster without the SHOX.XTR and 
was adamant that he’d beaten his SHOX.
XTR GPS speed. However, the GPS doesn’t 
lie and he was in actual fact 3kts faster!. ... 
all of the testers said that after sailing with 
a SHOX.XTR, they’d rather sail with one than 
be without one. It doesn’t stop the board 
from bouncing in chop but certainly reduces 
the impact that has on the rig. ... The SHOX.
XTR definitely helped people to feel more 
comfortable through gybes and blasting 
over chop, therefore allowing them to push 
harder and increase their speed. ...”
Boards Uk (abstract issue 260/2010)

”It is no marketing bullshit if NorthSails 
claims that you will be faster when using 
the SHOX.XTR. Used on Freerace equip-
ment the suspension system made a dif-
ference of 4,5 km/h (approx. 2,5 knots) … 
the analysis of the GPS-data is clear: the 
rougher and more challenging the condi-
tions the higher the speed difference. Be-
sides the actual speed increase we could 
notice another side effect: after jumps the 
system noticeably dampens the landings. 
The flatter the landing the higher the ef-
fect. ... The letter scale shows the truth: the 
SHOX.XTR is just half a rump steak (98g) 
heavier than the comparable POWER.XTR.“
Windsurfing Journal Germany (abstract 
issue 1/2010)
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more than 20 years ago, it was the quick release boom;
today, it‘s the POWER.XT

≥  Both represented a revolution in windsurfing. meanwhile, the POWER.XT has been the state of the art for several years, and those who 
try it don’t want to live without it, because the POWER.XT is the first and only mast extension with an integrated lever that can manage 
all trim forces while allowing for perfect trimming even on the water! as a result, even children can completely handle the downhaul 
tension of modern slalom sails and accurately adjust any profile within seconds.

 ADVANTAGES WHEN SETTING UP THE SAIL:

>  faster build-up
 (insert rope – tighten – pull ratchet, ready!)

>  significantly less effort is required
 (power ratio approx. 1/30 - 1/80)

>  no need for trimming tools
 (e.g. „easy-rig“ or harness hook)

 ADVANTAGES ON THE WATER:

>   later adjustments can be made on the water
 (e.g. when the wind speed changes)

>  greater safety

>  sail performance and wind range are exploited to the full



Supported by www.ub-tech.de

≥ 02 ≥ 03≥ 01

≥ 05

≥ 04

≥ 06

Sdm

Rdm
REdUcEd dIamETER 32 mm

STaNdaRd dIamETER 48 mm

EXTENSION TEcHNOLOGY

INTEGRaTEd RIG TEcHNOLOGY
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≥ 01
POWER.XTI S and L* Uncompromising 
high-end Race extension with a lever ratio 
of 1:80 and a longer lever, which for the 
first time will also smoothly work with 
twisted roller blocks (compatible with Gun 
Sails, Naish Sails, Severne, etc. attention: 
no loop-loop-go!). For this purpose, two 
thin rollers are located on the outer side, 
allowing the rope to move without friction. 
This means that even huge Race sails with 
enormous trimming forces can be used, 
since all three rollers on the sail block can 
be used. Of course, the new POWER.XTi 
also features a finest-quality, indestructible 
dyneema rope.

≥ 02
POWER.XTR S and L* The race and luxury 
version of POWER.XT. The lever is 3cm 
longer, increasing the power ratio to 
approx. 1:60. The new 6-screw cleat plate 
and the tougher material of the extension 
tube can easily withstand the downhaul 
tension of very large sails, which can 
be fully trimmed with just one hand. 
moreover, the indestructible dyneema 
rope helps reduce friction. With loop-loop-
go option and compatibel with sail brands 
like NorthSails, Ezzy Sails, Gaastra Sails, 
Hot Sails, maui Sails, NeilPryde, Point 7, 
Sailworks, Simmer Style, Tushingham und 
Vandal.

≥ 03
POWER.XT S and L*: The NorthSails POWER.XT with 1:30 power transmission works with 
all sails of all brands and revolutionizes both rigging and finetuning.

≥ 04
PINLOCk.XT S and L*: The classic extension for traditionalists, identical with POWER.XT, yet 
without its lever mechanism. The same friction-free and easy-to-use pulley arrangement 
facilitates trimming and reduces the time needed to get on the water.

≥ 05
POWER.XT RDM CARBON S and L*: The know-how of NorthSails in ultimate carbon 
technology, especially for thin needle masts. a new feature is the white coating, which 
protects against UV-damage!

≥ 06
PINLOCk.XT RDM S and L*: The classic extension designed especially for thin Rdm masts 
with a small cross-section.

*Sdm: S = 2 – 28 cm / L = 2 – 42 cm
*Rdm: S = 5 – 28 cm /  L = 5 – 42 cm
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≥ 01

CROSS AIR / CROSS (no photo)
wave < > freeride
Sizes: XS, S, m, L, XL
color: black-white-blackberry
High hook position

Provides ideal freedom of movement 
on the wave, optionally available with 
or without cONTOUR.aIRBaG. an anti-
slip, wrinkle-free 3d neoprene inner 
belt and the new contour-molded back 
plate distributes pressure over the entire 
pelvis, ensuring optimum fit. Optional 
front protectors can be attached to the 
hook. The cROSS also features the new 
cOmFORT.cUTOUTS on the outside and 
two 3d mOLdEd.SIdE.PaTcHES (only 
cROSS aIR) on the inside, providing for 
an excellent fit and effectively preventing 
the harness from slipping upwards. 
Two-point strap system. an XS size was 
specially developed for ladies.

≥ 02

X.OVER AIR
wave < > race
Sizes: S, m, L, XL
color: black-white-blackberry
Low to medium hook position

Probably the most versatile windsurfing 
harness on the market! The secret’s in 
the detachable seat section. With the seat 
section the X.OVER is a perfect race harness. 
With seat section removed it’s identical to 
the cROSS aIR and perfect for use in waves. 
The cONTOUR.aIRBaG delivers an ideal fit. 
This is supported by four new cOmFORT.
cUTOUTS on the outside and two 3d 
mOLdEd.SIdE.PaTcHES inside, that make 
the harness softer and more elastic in both 
these spots. 

≥ 03

NEW: X.SEAT
freeride < > race
Sizes: XS, S, m, L, XL
color: black-white-blackberry
Low to medium hook position

completely redesigned Performance seat 
harness with a higher, contoured back 
plate, which corresponds in every detail 
with the requirements of the World cup 
team. Noticeably better ergonomics and 
significantly increased lumbar support 
compared to previous seat harnesses. 3d 
shaping and STRETcH.FIT neoprene inserts 
highlight the very wide range of applications. 
Four-point strap system.

Since people are built differently, we have devised the ultimate solution for individual adjustment: the integrated cONTOUR.aIRBaG. 
These inflatable air chambers are located in the lumbar spine area and can be perfectly adjusted to the contours of the rider‘s body.
at the same time, they gently absorb peak loads and evenly distribute them on a larger area. Using the variable air pressure, the rider 
can vary absorption between extremely soft and sporty-hard. Harnesses have never been more comfortable.

NorthSails WUNDER.BAR The culmination of comfort and safety! Thanks to the patented closure, the webbing strap only needs to be 
adjusted once and never needs to be readjusted again. Getting in and out of the harness is now very fast, thanks to the „u-claw“, which 
also reliably prevents unintentional opening of the harness even under extreme conditions.

CROSS AND X.OVER: Innovative material mixture We are also exploring new ways in harness construction to achieve the ideal com-
bination of direct power transfer and pleasant comfort. against the current trend of fully moulded waist harnesses, we intentionally 
use only partially moulded parts. The reason is that fully moulded harnesses consist of a single foam density, so that they are equally 
hard everywhere. although this type of construction looks spectacular, it can‘t be really comfortable. Therefore, we combine classic 
materials with three-dimensional components. We use foams of different type, hardness, and form, allowing us to adjust the different 
harness parts to the respective requirements and keep the harness flexible. all 3d patches are covered with very soft Lycra to avoid 
grazing the skin when surfing stripped to the waist.

THE AIRBAG REVOLUTION
The most decisive criterion for a harness is the fit.
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High-quality, functional tuning parts and accessories are the indispensable elements of a perfect day. Therefore, we dedicate a lot of 
time and care to the development of our accessories and their functionality, durability, and comfort. Of course, always keeping in mind 
the legendary NorthSails guarantee for long-term compatibility!

≥01 STARPLATE + POWERjOINT with short pin for PINLOck.XT Rdm (no photo) ≥02 RACE BASE   ≥03 QUICkY RACE III   
≥04 OUTHAUL kIT RACE   ≥05 OUTHAUL kIT BASIC   ≥06 BOOM / MAST PROTECTOR   ≥07 MAST BASE PROTECTOR   
≥08 UPHAUL LINE PRO   ≥09 UPHAUL LINE BASIC   ≥10 FIXOR LINES 20/22/24/26/28/30 inch ≥11 FIXOR PRO LINES replaceable 
without demounting the tail end 20/22/24/26/28/30 inch   ≥12 ADjUSTOR LINES   ≥13 VARIO RACE LINES 22-28/26-32 inch   
≥14 ROOF RACk PAD
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≥ 01
GEAR BAG The universal bag for short holidays and fitness studio. 
a side pocket, a large main compartment and a front compart-
ment help you keep you things in order. moreover, the volume can 
be enlarged by an additional 15 litres thanks to a zip in the bottom 
plate.
Volume: 65 l (+15 l)   L: 80cm / W: 40 cm / H: 30cm (+10)

≥ 02
MULTI TRAVEL BAG Large travel bag with rolls and telescope 
handle. Easy to open and pack thanks to a centrally positioned 
zip. Includes several pockets on the inside.
Volume: 100 l   L: 90cm / W: 40 cm / H: 40 cm

≥ 03
MAST QUIVER BAG SUPER LIGHT Our answer to the ever-shrink-
ing airline baggage allowances. Extremely low weight despite 
ample padding and reinforcements. at a mere 3.3 kg, it’s 50% 
lighter than the cOmFORT version!
Volume: 400 l   L: 255 cm / W: 50cm / H: 30cm

≥ 04
MAST QUIVER BAG WHEELER 255 aNd WHEELER adJUSTaBLE 
280 The highest-quality quiver bag on the market. Includes a 
separate padded mast bag and pockets for threading roof straps. 
Our padded mast bags with 4 inner pockets for 2 masts, fastening 
straps, and handle come in two sizes, 255 cm and 280cm.
Volume: 400 l   L: 255 cm / W: 50cm / H: 30cm
Volume: 500 l   L: 280cm / W: 50cm / H: 30cm

≥ 05
MAST QUIVER BAG SUPER LIGHT FOR 3-PIECE MAST (SET a-B) 
The shortest quiver bag ever! This ultra-compact rig bag is spe-
cially designed for the 3-piece mast series. In combination with 
the superlight construction we deliver the most compact and 
lightest quiver bag on the market! Unbeatable for air travel.
Volume: 380 l   L: 160/180cm / B: 50cm / H: 30cm 

≥ 06
MAST BAG FOR 3-PIECE MAST (SET a-B-c) mast bag in tubular 
design especially designed for the 3-piece mast range. capacity 
for all 5 pieces of one set. can be adapted to all 3 set lengths 
(a-B-c) due to Velcro strip application. Holds both Sdm and Rdm 
versions.
L: 160/180/210cm / B: 50cm
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≥01 HOODED ZIPPER-LOGO white S-XL   ≥02 SS T-SHIRT LOGO charlie.brown S-XL   ≥03 LS T-SHIRT LOGO white S-XL   
≥04 LS T-SHIRT (CODE) MAD black S-XL   ≥05 SS POLO charlie.brown S-XL   ≥06 SS T-SHIRT LOGO white S-XL   ≥07 FUNCTIONAL 
HOODED-LOGO charlie.brown S-XL   ≥08 SOFTSHELL jACkET white S-XL   ≥09 BEANIE white ONE SIZE FITS aLL   ≥10 CUBA CAP   
black ONE SIZE FITS aLL   ≥11 BASEBALL CAP charlie.brown ONE SIZE FITS aLL   ≥ WINDjACkET white S-XL (no figure)≥ LOGO 
BELT black 105 cm/115 cm (no figure)   SS = Short Sleeve / LS = Long Sleeve
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*** Platinum Series ** Gold Series

WARP F2010 WORLd cUP RacING

5,2 5,7 6,3 7,0 8,0 8,5 9,0 9,5 10,0 11,0 12,0

1,90 1,95 2,00 2,12 2,29 2,34 2,39 2,48 2,56 2,68 2,85

4,04 4,17 4,52 4,74 4,99 5,10 5,25 5,29 5,45 5,58 5,60

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

16-18 18-20 20-22 24-26 28-25 27-29 31-33 31-33 31-33 32-36 37-35

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** *****

370 400 430 460 490/460 490 520 520 520 520/550 550/520

Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/--

RAM F11 SLaLOm

5,2 5,7 6,3 7,0 7,8 8,5 9,0 9,5 11,0

1,85 1,92 1,93 2,03 2,19 2,22 2,29 2,44 2,68

4,03 4,18 4,54 4,75 5,00 5,11 5,24 5,29 5,58

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

17-19 19-21 20-22 24-26 28-25 27-29 32-28 31-33 32-36

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** *****

370/400 400/430 430 460 490/460 490 520/490 520 520/550

Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/--

NATURAL cROSSOVER NO.cam

4,5 4,9 5,4 5,8 6,2 6,6 7,3 7,8

1,64 1,75 1,79 1,84 1,80 1,88 2,00 2,07

4,08 4,28 4,40 4,53 4,66 4,71 4,75 4,78

• • -- -- -- -- -- --

5 5 5 5 6 6 6 6

19-21 19-21 21-19 20-22 25-21 25-21 24-26 24-26

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** ****
400/430 400/430 430/400 430 460/430 460/430 460 460

Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/-- Sdm/--

CURVE cROSSOVER ENTRY

4,2 4,7 5,4 5,8 6,4

1,61 1,69 1,79 1,83 1,92

3,89 4,16 4,39 4,51 4,57

• • -- -- --

5 5 5 5 5

19-21 19-21 21-19 20-22 20-22

**** **** **** **** ****
400/430 400/430 430/400 430 430

Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm

DRIVE GROM cROSSOVER kIdS

1,0 1,5 2,0 2,5 3,0 3,5

0,98 1,18 1,19 1,29 1,42 1,50

1,99 1,99 2,60 2,90 3,18 3,27

• • • • • •

2 2 3 3 3 4

4 4 6 6 14 14

EPX alu EPX alu EPX alu EPX alu EPX carbon / 
EPX alu

EPX carbon / 
EPX alu

200 200 260/290 260/290 360 360

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

camber

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

camber

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

cX = carbon.Xtender 40 or 50cm

cX40 = carbon.Xtender 40 cm
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EGO cOmPacT WaVE

3,0 3,4 3,7 4,0 4,2 4,5 4,7 5,0 5,3

1,36 1,42 1,47 1,52 1,55 1,60 1,68 1,69 1,72

3,32 3,50 3,65 3,81 3,87 3,99 4,08 4,12 4,17

• • • • • • • -- --

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

16-18 16-18 17-19 17-19 17-19 17-19 17-19 18-20 18-20

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** ****
370 370 370/400 370/400 370/400 370/400 370/400 400 400

Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/-- Rdm/--

S_TYPE PERFORmaNcE SWITcH.cam

6,0 6,6 7,3 7,8 8,4 9,5

1,88 1,95 2,04 2,09 2,29 2,42

4,56 4,63 4,68 4,77 4,90 5,20

• • -- - -- --

6 6 6 6 7 7

3/2 3/2 3/2 3/2 3/2 3/2

21-25 21-25 25-21 24-26 25-28 25-28

**** **** **** **** **** *****

430/460 430/460 460/430 460 460/490 460+cX40/490

Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/--

X_TYPE PERFORmaNcE NO.cam

5,4 6,0 6,6 7,3 7,8 8,2

1,72 1,80 1,90 2,02 2,09 2,18

4,46 4,62 4,68 4,75 4,83 4,93

• -- -- -- -- --

6 6 7 7 7 7

-- -- -- -- -- --

21-25 25-21 25-21 24-26 24-26 24-26

**** **** **** **** **** ****
430/460 460/430 460/430 460 460 460

Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/-- Sdm/-- Sdm/--

DUkE POWER WaVE-FREESTYLE

4,7 5,0 5,4 5,9 6,4 6,9

1,68 1,74 1,78 1,83 1,91 1,98

4,18 4,26 4,40 4,54 4,59 4,72

• • -- -- -- --

5 5 5 5 5 5

18-20 19-21 21-19 20-22 21-25 21-25

**** **** **** **** **** ****
400 400/430 430/400 430 430/460 430/460

Rdm/Sdm Rdm/Sdm Rdm/Sdm Rdm/Sdm Rdm/Sdm Rdm/Sdm

ICE/ICE HD WORLd cUP WaVE

3,4 3,7 4,0 4,2 4,5 4,7 5,0 5,3 5,7 6,2

1,41 1,46 1,53 1,56 1,60 1,66 1,71 1,73 1,79 1,88

3,60 3,76 3,88 3,97 4,08 4,11 4,21 4,36 4,39 4,58

• • • • -- -- -- -- -- --

5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

17-19 17-19 17-19 17-19 19-17 18-20 18-20 18-20 21-19 21-19

**** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** **** *****

370/400 370/400 370/400 370/400 400/370 400 400 400 430/400 430/400+cX40

Rdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/SdmRdm/Sdm
also available 
as IcE Hd

also available 
as IcE Hd

also available 
as IcE Hd

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

camber

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

camber

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

ImcS

Best mast 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry

Size

Boom max (m)

Luff max (m)

Vario Top

Battens

ImcS

Best mast (Rdm only!) 

mast: Best/alternative Length (cm)

Best/alternative mast Geometry
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PERFORmaNcE cROSSOVER

• • • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • •

• • • • • • •
• • • • • •
• • • • •

• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •

• • • • • • • •
• • • • • • • • • •
• • • • • • •

ELASTIC DIRECT

PLANING

dUkE

IcE/IcE Hd

EGO

DRAFT STABILITY

dUkE

IcE/IcE Hd

EGO

ON/OFF

dUkE

IcE/IcE Hd

EGO

PLANING

S_TYPE

X_TYPE

(IN cOmPaRISION TO RacING) Ram F10

DRAFT STABILITY / V-MAX

S_TYPE

X_TYPE

(IN cOmPaRISION TO RacING) Ram F10

HANDLING

S_TYPE

X_TYPE

(IN cOmPaRISION TO RacING) Ram F10

PLANING

NaTURaL

cURVE

dRIVE GROm

DRAFT STABILITY

NaTURaL

cURVE

dRIVE GROm

HANDLING

NaTURaL

cURVE

dRIVE GROm

BACk FRONT

DURABILITY

dUkE

IcE

EGO

IN cOmPaRISION TO 2010 SaIL IcE Hd

dIFFERENTaTION PERFORmaNcE SaILS dIFFERENTaTION cROSSOVER SaILS

dIFFERENTaTION ON WaVE<>FREESTYLE SaILS dIFFERENTaTION ON WaVE<>FREESTYLE SaILS

SAIL FEELING

dUkE

IcE/IcE Hd

EGO

DRAFT POSITION

dUkE

IcE/IcE Hd

EGO



RacING

WINdSURF TEcHNOLOGY

WINdSURF TEcHNOLOGY

PERFORmaNcE

WINdSURF TEcHNOLOGY

cROSSOVER

WINdSURF TEcHNOLOGY

WaVE<>FREESTYLE

DUkE 
POWER WaVE-FREESTYLE
ICE/ICE HD
WORLd cUP WaVE
EGO
cOmPacT WaVE

WARP F2010
WORLd cUP RacING
RAM F11
SLaLOm

S_TYPE 
PERFORmaNcE 3<>2 SWITcH.cam
X_TYPE 
PERFORmaNcE NO.cam

NATURAL
cROSSOVER NO.cam
CURVE 
cROSSOVER ENTRY
DRIVE GROM
cROSSOVER kIdS

≥   

Freestyle and big wave riding still remain the most spectacular disciplines – the first on flatwater, the second on waves high as a 
house. In between, there is a new generation of windsurfers celebrating radical Freestyle moves on waves. classic wave riding is 
enriched with extremely difficult manoeuvres, and the thrust of the wave propels Freestyle into a new dimension.

≥   

meanwhile, World cup slalom, racing, and formula have reached such an unimaginably high level that only top-class pilots can 
compete. accordingly, the demands on the material leave no room for compromise. and rightly so, since these riders don‘t stand 
a chance without crème-de-la-crème equipment. This explains why we permanently develop, modify, test, and optimize even the 
tiniest detail, always in search of improvements, of the smallest pinch of extra performance, the maximum of what is currently 
possible. Only the ultimate solution will deliver the fastest equipment, ensuring our edge over the competition.

≥   

There is no magazine issue without reports on speed events, on the new lust for speed, and the revival of slalom racing. Those 
who’ve tracked their high speeds and the miles covered on the display of a GPS device, or have felt that special tingle on brutally 
fast downwind courses will know what this is all about. So it’s no surprise that the once most popular windsurfing style is on its way 
to becoming the number one again. and this is happening at almost every spot, since riding at full throttle is possible everywhere.

≥   

above all, windsurfing must mean one thing: Fun! always and everywhere! This is what crossover sails were invented for. They will let 
you do what you want, the way you want it. Whether full-throttle turns or tricks: your style counts, both at land and at sea.

SAIL RANGE 2011
GUIDED BY COLOUR
Finding the right sail has never been easier!
1. Select your personal category
2.  Within the category you then have 2 or max. 3 

sails to choose from



PLATINUM GOLD SILVER HD RED

High End Performance Intermediate Entry

• • • • • • ••••• ••••  •••   
PLaTINUm GOLd SILVER REd

PLATINUM GOLD SILVER HD RED

High End Performance Intermediate Entry

• • • • • • ••••• ••••  •••   
PLaTINUm GOLd SILVER REd

≥ BOOm OVERVIEW

≥ ≥ ≥ ≥

140 150 160 170 180 190 200 220 240

•New School •New School • •classic • •classic • • •classic

140 - 190 150 - 200 -- 170 - 220 -- 190 - 250 -- -- 240 - 290

3,0 - 6,3 4,0 - 6,9 -- 5,2 - 7,8 -- 6,3 - 9,8 -- -- 9,0 - 12,0

2,30 2,40 -- 2,70 -- 2,90 -- -- 3,20

28 28 -- 28 -- 30 -- -- 30

• • -- -- -- -- -- -- --

inside tailend inside tailend -- inside tailend -- onebody 
outside tailend -- -- onebody 

outside tailend

•New School •New School • •classic • •classic • •classic •

140 - 190 150 - 200 -- 170 - 220 -- 190 - 250 -- 220 - 280 --

3,0 - 6,3 4,0 - 6,9 -- 4,2 - 7,0 -- 6,3 - 9,8 -- 8,4 - 11,0 --

2,50 2,60 -- 2,90 -- 3,40 -- 3,70 --

28 28 -- 30 -- 30 -- 30 --

• • -- -- -- -- -- -- --

inside tailend inside tailend -- inside tailend -- onebody 
outside tailend -- onebody 

outside tailend --

•New School •New School •New School • •classic • •classic • •

140 - 190 150 - 200 160 - 210 -- 180 - 230 -- 200 - 250 -- --

3,0 - 6,3 4,0 - 6,9 4,2 - 7,0 -- 5,7 - 8,2 -- 7,0 - 9,5 --

2,40 2,50 2,60 -- 2,75 -- 2,90 -- --

28 28 28 -- 30 -- 30 -- --

• • -- -- -- -- -- -- --

•classic •classic •classic • •classic • • • •

140 - 190 150 - 200 160 - 210 -- 180 - 230 -- -- -- --

3,0 - 6,3 4,0 - 6,9 4,2 - 7,0 -- 5,7 - 8,2 -- -- -- --

2,40 2,50 2,60 -- 2,75 -- -- -- --

28 28 30 -- 30 -- -- -- --

-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- --

≥ maST OVERVIEW
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INTEGRaTEd RIG TEcHNOLOGY
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BOOMS

category

Performance/Stiffness

Best mast for this boom

MASTS

category

Performance/Reflex-Speed

Best boom for this mast

BOOM LENGTH (CM)

PLATINUM

Length (cm)

Sail Range (10)

Weight (kg)

Boom diameter (mm)

Rdm adapter incl.

Tail end system

GOLD

Length (cm)

Sail Range (10)

Weight (kg)

Boom diameter (mm)

Rdm adapter incl.

Tail end system

SILVER HD

Length (cm)

Sail Range (10)

Weight (kg)

Boom diameter (mm)

Rdm adapter incl.

RED

Length (cm)

Sail Range (10)

Weight (kg)

Boom diameter (mm)

Rdm adapter incl.

NorthSails BEST.FIT.SYSTEM Perfectly matching components. One thing is sure: all NorthSails components 
fit almost all sails of different brands and improve their performance. In addition, there are ideal combinations 
that can get the maximum out of every rig. components within the REd, SILVER, GOLd and PLaTINUm series 
make great combinations, and were designed to perfectly match each other. In terms of performance and price, 
the following rule of thumb applies: the more money you spend, the lighter and more dynamic and powerful 
your rig will be. This means that you determine how much performance you need or how much you are willing 
to invest in your performance.
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370 400 430 460 490 520 550

Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm/Rdm Sdm Sdm Sdm Sdm

• 3-piece mast • 3-piece mast • 3-piece mast • 3-piece mast • 3-piece mast • 3-piece mast • 3-piece mast

-- 19 21 25 28 -- --

-- 3.7 - 5.7 5.0 - 6.9 5.4 - 8.4 - (9.5*) 8.0 - 9.0 -- --

-- 1,70 1,80 2,00 2,10 -- --

-- 100 100 100 100 -- --

• • • • • • •

17/17 19/19 21/21 25 28 32 36

3.0 - 4.5 3.7 - 5.7 5.0 - 6.9 5.4 - 8.4 (9.5*) 8.0 - 9.0 9.0 - 12.0 11.0 - 12.0

3.0 - 4.5 3.7 - 5.7 (6.2*) 5.4 - 6.9 -- -- -- --

1,40/1,40 1,60/1,60 1,70/1,80 1,90 2,00 2,20 2,40

100/100 100/100 100/100 100 100 100 100

• • • • • • •

17/17 19/19 21/21 25 28 -- --

3.0 - 4.5 3.7 - 5.7 5.0 - 6.9 5.4 - 8.4 (9.5*) 8.0 - 9.0 -- --

3.0 - 4.5 3.7 - 5.7 (6.2*) 5.4 - 6.9 -- -- -- --

1,50/1,60 1,70/1,80 1,80/2,00 2,00 2,25 -- --

75/75 75/75 75/75 75 75 -- --

• • • • • • •

17 19/19 21/21 25 28 -- --

-- 3.7 - 5.7 5.0 - 6.9 5.4 - 8.4 (9.5*) 8.0 - 9.0 -- --

3.0 - 4.7 3.7 - 5.7 (6.2*) 5.4 - 6.9 -- -- -- --

1,90 2,10/2,00 2,20/2,20 2,40 2,55 -- --

55/55 55/55 55/55 55 55 -- --

• • • • • • •

17 19/19 21/21 25 28 -- --

-- 3.7 - 5.7 5.0 - 6.9 5.4 - 8.4 (9.5*) 8.0 - 9.0 -- --

3.0 - 4.7 3.7 - 5.7 (6.2*) 5.4 - 6.9 -- -- -- --

2,30 2,30/2,50 2,40/2,70 2,70 2,90 -- --

35 35/35 35/35 35 35 -- --

≥

≥

≥

≥

≥

MAST LäNGE (CM)

PLATINUM SDM3

ImcS

Sail Range Sdm3 (11)

Gewicht (kg)

carbon (%)

PLATINUM SDM/RDM

ImcS

Sail Range Sdm (11)

Sail Range Rdm (11)

Gewicht (kg)

carbon (%)

GOLD SDM/RDM

ImcS

Sail Range Sdm (11)

Sail Range Rdm (11)

Gewicht (kg)

carbon (%)

SILVER SDM/RDM

ImcS

Sail Range Sdm (11)

Sail Range Rdm (11)

Gewicht (kg)

carbon (%)

RED SDM/RDM

ImcS

Sail Range Sdm (11)

Sail Range Rdm (11)

Gewicht (kg)

carbon (%)

*when used with carbon.Xtender
Sdm = Standard diameter / Rdm = Reduced diameter
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iNTeRNaTiONal heaDquaRTeR
BOARDS & MORE GMBH, +43 7584403405, 
OFFICE@BOARDS-AND-MORE.COM 
OPERATING OFFICE BOARDS & MORE GMBH, 
+49 89 66655 0, INFO@BOARDS-AND-MORE.DE

NORThSailS DiSTRiBuTORS WORlDWiDe:
WWW.NORTh-WiNDSuRF.COM

PaRTNeR&SuRFCeNTeR
CluB MiSTRal WiNDSuRFiNG GMBh +49-881-9254960, 
COMPANY@CLUB-MISTRAL.COM, WWW.CLUB-MISTRAL.COM 
PlaNeT allSPORTS aG HOTLINE: +41-41-202 00 30, INFO@
PLANETALLSPORTS.COM, WWW.PLANETALLSPORTS.COM
FaNaTiC BOaRDeR‘S CeNTeR +49-881-925-49615, COMPANY@FANATIC-
BOARDERSCENTER.COM, WWW.FANATIC-BOARDERSCENTER.COM
3W WiND WaTeR WaVe INFO@3W-SURF.COM, WWW.3W-SURF.COM
SuRF SeGNaNa +39-0464-505963, INFO@SURFSEGNANA.IT, 
WWW.SURFSEGNANA.IT 
PRO CeNTeR ChRiS SChill +30-2245091062,
WWW.WINDSURFEN-KARPATHOS.COM 
PRO CeNTeR JÜRGeN NieNS-BeRTRaND
+30-2241095819, WWW.PROCENTER-RHODOS.COM
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Subscribe to the NorthSails newsletter under www.north-windsurf.com/en/brand/Newsletter




